MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETING
Meeting Date: Monday, 16 May 2022
Location:
Community Centre Thomson Street
PRESENT:

Gwen Downie, Jan Lang and John Lang, Gail Drummond, Russell Neeves, Judy Neeves.

MEETING OPENED: 7.05pm
Chairman Russell Neeves opened the meeting with our Mission Statement, Acknowledgement of Country
and welcomed all attendees.
APOLOGIES:

Graham Williams, Daniela Tronson

MINUTES:

The minutes of the March meeting were accepted and it was noted that there was no
meeting in April.
Moved- Gail Drummond
Seconded- Gwen Downie.

FINANCIAL REPORT:
FINANCIAL REPORT – May 2022
Income and Expenditure for for March – April 2022
Balance brought forward from 01 March 2022

$2801.49

INCOME
March Bank Interest

00.02

April Bank Interest

00.02
Sub Total

2801.53

EXPENDITURE
March Ch No. 124 Scott Morgan-web domain registration
April

32.95

Nil
Total
st

BALANCE as at 1 May 2022

32.95
$2768.58

Presented & Moved by John Lang
Seconded-Gwen Downie

John reminded the meeting of the outstanding unpaid invoice to the Chamber of Commerce for an amount
of $440.00 owed to Forum for printing of the Emergency Flyer. The meeting agreed that the Forum persist in
its endeavours to recover this money and the Treasurer & Chairman will arrange new correspondence to be
sent to the Chamber of Commerce.
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CORRESPONDENCE INWARD
Copies of all correspondence can be viewed at the end of the published minutes.
089/4 Letter from Vincentia Matters seeking support for the Shoalhaven nurses in their quest for better pay and
conditions.
090/4 Notification and flyer from Council Community Connect Team advertising a series of youth Programs to be
held from 1 – 14 April.
091/4 A reply from Councillor Greg Watson –in reply to Forum requesting update of Pump Track project.
092/4 Please find attached flyers and FB Posts for the Wholesome Collective Cooking Demonstration and Dinner at
the Sussex Inlet RSL Sub-Branch on 20/5/2022, this is jointly funded by Vinnies Bushfire Recovery &
Community Development Program, Shoalhaven Council and Anglicare.
093/5 Correspondence from Council Tree management Officer re Norfolk Island Pines in Elmoos Reserve.
Nine trees have been planted but some need to be relocated on request of some residents and the proposed
locations are visible in the attached letters.
094/5 A progress report from Chamber of Commerce for the meeting of the Resilience Action Team held 9 May
2022.
095/5 Notice of future Community-led Resilience Workshops #4 & #5
Workshop #4- Thursday 9th June
Workshop #5- Friday 24th June
Both workshops 9.00am-4.00pm @ Shoalhaven Indoor Sports Centre-90 Cambewarra Rd. Bomaderry
096/5 Council calling for Community feedback on the Draft Shoalhaven Disability Inclusion Action Plan 2022-26.
097/5 Notification from Council that the following documents are available on Council web site, for community
feedback.
Draft - Shoalhaven 2023 Community Strategic Plan
Draft – Shoalhaven Delivery Program Operational Plan & Budget 2022/23
098/5 Notice from Council re Road Safety Improvement Sussex Inlet Road and Jacobs Drive intersection,
accompanied by drawings indicating the scope of works.

And various notices from Council Community Engagement and In Your Neighbourhood.

CORRESPONDENCE OUTWARD:
03/28 Letter of thanks to Alan Finkernagel for his services to the Forum
04/29 Letter to Councillor Greg Watson, asking for a progress report on the Pump Track for Sussex Inlet
05/30 Letter to Council re DA22/1508-Commercial Jetty Neilson Lane.
05/31 Letter to Council re Council Building infrastructure on the flood plane.
Correspondence accepted Moved by
Seconded:

John Lang
Gwen Downie
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BUSINESS ARISING FROM CORRESPONDENCE:

Nil

GENERAL BUSINESS

1. There has been a lot of meetings organised by The Council Outreach Team presenting Flood
Recovery Pop Ups and Presentations by Red Cross educating individuals about personal
preparedness. There is another Red Cross presentation scheduled at the Bowling Club tomorrow.
Discussion identified that advertising this event was poor. It was agreed that we have to promote
the Council Get Involved and In Your Neighbourhood bulletins more effectively. The Chairman
informed the meeting that a TV monitor will be installed in the window of the Lions Bookshop for
this purpose.
2. Chamber of Commerce hosted meeting of Community Services Groups. 1st Meeting was early
March, there was a follow up meeting 6 May.
The Chamber described the purpose of the meeting as follows- a meeting to enable key
community services organisations in Sussex Inlet to get together with representatives from
Shoalhaven Council and the Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal to share and discuss
current and future needs for Sussex Inlet community services delivery.
Campfire Co Op convener.
Follow up meetings are planned.
3. The second meeting of the Sussex Inlet Resilience Project was held 9 May at the Bowling Club. The
purpose of this meeting was to establish 5 subgroups under the Resilience Action Team and to
identify volunteer leaders of each group. Forum is monitoring the progress of this project.
4. Extra Ordinary Meeting of the Local Emergency Management Committee 28 April.
Sandra Gray and Russell Neeves were invited to address the committee to discuss our submissions
related to circumstances that arise and to be dealt with before, during and after an emergency.
At this meeting Russell made a statement in his role as Forum Chairman on behalf of Forum. The
reason for the statement was to make it clear that there was a point of separation between Forum
and the Chamber Resilience Project. The statement read as follows.
As the Chairman of The Sussex Inlet & Districts Community Forum (CCB)
I wish to make it clear to this Committee
that the Forum does not and never has supported the formation of a citizen group
who’s task it is – to direct citizens during an emergency.
Reasons for not supporting:Potential for conflict with Emergency Services
Unsustainable-reliant on volunteerism
Liability
However,
as stated in our Strategic Action Plan (published in 2015) the Forum does
support free and open discussion on the need for equipment and services that may enhance
the chances of survival of our citizens.
In summarising this meeting, the Council CEO & Committee Chair, made it clear to Sandra Gray that
the Committee will not accept the proposals presented on behalf of the Resilience Project .
The CEO undertook to discuss the proposal of Russell Neeves at the next ordinary meeting of The
Emergency Management Committee. Russell’s submission was seeking help for the RSL & Bowling
Club Managers during emergency events.
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5. The Chairman asked for an endorsement of two letters to Council.
a. A question about Council building infrastructure on the flood plane and in the context of the
ongoing conversation about the purchase of the Church site.
b. An objection in its current form of DA22/1508-Commercial Jetty Neilson Lane.
A motion to send both letters to Council on the two matters listed above was put, and
approved unanimous.
Moved: John Lang
Seconded: Gail Drummond.
6. Griffith University Community-led Resilience Project, coming to Sussex. When it does Darryl needs
12 participants from Sussex. Mix of ages and social diversity. To be announced.

Meeting closed at 9.05.pm

Next meeting – 20 June 2022

Daniela Tronson – Secretary

Russell Neeves- Chairman

Judy Neeves- Publicity

John Lang -Treasurer
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Tree Relocation -Jacob Ellmoos Reserve
093/5
It has been agreed, with community consultation, that the current planting
location of at least six Araucaria heterophylla or Norfolk Island Pines trees needs
to be reconsidered. In discussions with representatives from Sussex Forum,
Sussex Inlet CCB and Sussex Inlet RSL Club, new sites for relocation of the trees
have been proposed for consideration.

Another area that was suggested for tree relocating was the River Road reserve
near the Badgee Creek bridge. Use of this area would have similar implications to
Ellmoos reserve and would therefore require considerable consultation. Figure 2.
Possible relocation sites?

The area at Seacrest is Crown Land and is therefore not an option for relocation.
See Figure 1. Seacrest -Crown land
Possible relocation sites

Figure 2. Possible relocation sites?

Figure 1. Seacrest -Crown land

It was unanimously agreed that the three trees near the RSL club and Dragon
Boat shed conflict with the current use of this area, and consequently the trees
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will be relocated. The area for relocation is indicated in the image below. Figure
3.Tree location site

The sites chosen for these three trees were decided on the basis that1.They do not conflict with community use of the area.
2.Mininimsing impact on existing views of the lake for adjacent residents
3. Provide shade and amenity to the SUP and exercise areas.
4. Replacing canopy loss from historical tree removal in this area.

Figure 3.Tree location site
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The trees planted at the southern end of the reserve near the playground have
raised two issues. One, is that one tree, has been planted in an area that DPI have
identified as salt marsh area. see Error! Reference source not found. Further
onsultation with DPI was sought to confirm this, as Council’s GIS system does not
identify this area as salt marsh area. This tree was also highlighted by concerned
residents as blocking the view of the jetty from their premises. In light of this
conflict, it is deemed prudent to move this tree to a location south of the
playground towards the boat ramp. See Figure 4. Playground trees

Council has contacted NSW Rural Fire Service about the emergency use/staging
for bushfires and natural disasters. NSW RFS have confirmed that there is no
conflict with the placement of the trees in this reserve. Helicopter
landing/refuelling would not be impacted. The RFS recognised Neighbourhood
Safer Place (NSP) is located at the Sussex Inlet RSL which is located on Jacobs
Drive.

Can you please provide comment on the relocation of these two trees near the
playground?
Two trees just north of the playground, on the eastern side of the path, also
brought strong reactions from adjacent residents. See Figure 4. Playground trees.
The concerns ranged from view blocking, non-native (Norfolk Island Pine), leaf
drop, height of trees, sap exudates and site suitability. These issues are subjective
and considered alone, would not be a justifiable reason to remove these trees.
These trees have been located here to provide the maximize benefit to the wider
community, by providing much needed shade and amenity. It is not Council’s
preference to relocate these trees, but if the community does feel strongly that
these trees must be relocated, it can be considered.

Can you please provide comment on the alternative sites at River Road Reserve?

Can you please suggest sites within the Sussex Inlet CBD or similar high use area
that could host these trees if the proposed changes are not suitable?

The sites chosen for these three trees were decided on the basis that-

1.They do not conflict with community use of the area.
2.Mininimsing impact on existing views of the lake for adjacent residents
3. Provide shade and amenity to the SUP and playground areas.
4. Replacing canopy loss from historical tree removal in this area.

In summary, subject to change13

1. The three trees near the RSL club will be moved to the areas
identified in Figure 3.Tree location site.
2. The one tree in the area that is identified as salt marsh, see
Error! Reference source not found. ,will be moved to the area
dentified in Figure 4. Playground trees
3. The two trees on the north side of the playground Figure 4.
Playground trees require confirmation from the Sussex CCB and
Sussex Forum that they should be relocated to the area south of
the playground.
Please call me on 4429 3262 or email Selmar.nebelung@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au if
you have any questions with regards to this matter. As this matter is time
sensitive, please respond before close of business 17th May 2022.

Yours sincerely,

Selmar Nebelung
Tree Management Officer –South
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Salt Marsh area
Possible relocation of two
Norfolk Pines to new
locations marked as solid
red circles to the south of
playground

Saltmarsh area

Tree to be
relocated.

Figure 4. Playground trees
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Figure 5.DPI Saltmarsh map
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094/5
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These Working Group Summary of Responsibilities have been developed to ensure the community of Sussex
Inlet can function effectively prior to, during and after an emergency event. The Sussex Inlet Community has
made a commitment to offer a Safe Assembly Area in times of difficulties leaving the community or for
individuals who cannot shelter safely at home or with friends or easily access an Evacuation Centre. If a local
Safe Assembly Area becomes an Evacuation Centre Working Group 1 must follow the standard Evacuation
procedures, orders and systems.
Working Group 1:
Safe Assembly Area
Services and
Volunteers

Working Group
2: Support for
Older Vulnerable
People

Working Group
3: Support for
Businesses

Encourage
community to follow
SES, Fire, Police,
Council, Resilience
preparedness
strategies

Encourage
community to
follow SES, Fire,
Police, Council,
Resilience
preparedness
strategies
Identify the
groups of older
vulnerable
people and
evaluate needs
Eg aged care,
home care, RV,
meals on wheels,
transport, cancer
support
Identify the local
volunteers to
support Working
Group 2
Identify other
agencies not
based in Sussex
supporting older
vulnerable
people
Provide training
and induction to
volunteers
Attend Inasmuch
top floor area
during
emergency and
provide feedback
to working group
5
Implement the
key tasks for
working group
for each phase of
emergency

Encourage
businesses to
follow SES, Fire,
Police, Council,
Resilience
preparedness
strategies
Identify needs of
local businesses
during
emergency and
discuss their
preparedness
strategy

Identify the support
needs of Bowling Club
and RSL during Safe
Assembly Services
e.g.,
mattresses/blankets

Identify the local
volunteers to support
Working Group 1
Identify and develop
tools to help manage
the key tasks, eg sign
on sheets, iPad,
resources
Provide Training and
Induction to
Volunteers
Attend Safe Assembly
area during
emergency and
provide feedback to
working group 5

Implement the key
tasks for working
group for each phase
of emergency

Identify the
volunteers to
support working
group 3
Identify key
contacts required
to support local
business e.g.,
transport, waste,
supplies
Provide training
and induction to
volunteers
Link with
businesses during
emergency and
provide feedback
to working group
5
Implement the
key tasks for
working group
for each phase of
emergency

Working Group
4: Logistics to
Support
Resilience
Action Plan
Encourage
community to
follow SES, Fire,
Police, Council,
Resilience
preparedness
strategies
Identify the
priorities for
logistics eg
generator for
fuel NBN Sky
Muster for Spar,
WIFI point, info
screens, boat
volunteers, road
closed signs
Identify the
volunteers to
support working
group 4
Identify key
contacts to
support logistics
e.g. Council
electricians,
,Marine Rescue,
Provide training
and induction to
volunteers
Work flexibly to
manage logistics
and provide
feedback to
working group 5

Working Group 5:
Collaborative
Linkages with Key
Agencies

Implement the
key tasks for
working group
for each phase
of emergency

Implement the key
tasks for working
group for each phase
of emergency

Gain an
understanding of the
strategies/processes
of key agencies to
ensure local resilience
strategies align
Identify preferred
communication
channels with
agencies to provide
local feedback when
required

Identify the
volunteers to support
working group 5
Identify other funding
opportunities to
increase
preparedness
resources
Provide training and
induction to
volunteers
Maintain
communication with
each working group
lead and agencies
during emergency
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Evaluate and share
lessons learnt after
each emergency
Implement
improvements and
update Action Plan
Key Tasks as required

Evaluate and
share lessons
learnt after each
emergency
Implement
improvements
and update
Action Plan Key
Tasks as required

Evaluate and
share lessons
learnt after each
emergency
Implement
improvements
and update
Action Plan Key
Tasks as required

Evaluate and
share lessons
learnt after each
emergency
Implement
improvements
and update
Action Plan Key
Tasks as required

Evaluate and share
lessons learnt after
each emergency
Implement
improvements and
update Action Plan
Key Tasks as required

Draft Risk Management Plan- Examples of some risks this plan will be further developed with
input from working groups and partner agencies
Risks Identified
1. Sussex Inlet does not have
sufficient community
preparedness strategies in place

2. Local knowledge and
awareness of how emergencies
affects Sussex Inlet community
is not considered by agencies
3. Resilience Action Plan does
not align with Combat Agencies
requirements

4. Insufficient volunteers to
support Resilience Plan and
Working groups
5. Volunteers not trained and
inducted consistently

6. Resilience Plan is not
communicated to community
consistently

7. Emergency events occur more
frequently and are
unpredictable which puts strain
on SES and Fire resources

Risk
Rating

Mitigation Strategies

Responsibility

The formation of the
Resilience Action team and
documented key tasks will
support more consistent
community preparedness and
increase the ability for the
community to function during
and after emergency
Improved communication
between resilience action
team and agencies will reduce
risks for community and
individuals
Resilience Team will work
collaboratively with agencies
respecting processes whilst at
the same time aiming to meet
local needs
Working group leads will build
links with community groups
and encourage individuals to
engage with working groups
Working group leads will plan
and deliver training and
inductions in partnership with
support agencies such as Red
Cross , Council and Resilience
NSW
An annual communication plan
will be implemented to
maximise success and
quarterly meetings held with
working groups
The additional Resilience
Action team resources
supports timely responses and
ensures a planned approach
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8. Lack of resources in
community will cause issues eg
generators, water level markers,
power, cash, fuel, sand bags,
road closed signs, WIFI access,
coordinated Boat response

for an accessible short term,
safe local point to shelter
Proactive resourcing strategies
will reduce stress and damage
to properties and ensure
community can function
effectively
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Sussex Inlet Resilience Action Plan- Communication Plan
Strategy
1. Deliver face to face
messaging to the
community

2. Use the Inletter to
reinforce messages

3. Develop and
implement social media
messaging campaign

Tasks
Working Groups develop
annual calendar to do
presentations or be
guest speakers
Work with council, SES,
Fire , Resilience to plan
preparedness sessions
for community
Have displays at markets
and events in
partnership with
agencies
Develop regular stories
and info
Use photos of groups at
preparedness session to
generate interest
Highlight link to
Resilience Plan

Develop targeted
messaging for different
age /target groups
4. Develop, print and
distribute Sussex Inlet
Resilience Summary plan
to community and
business

5. Develop dedicated
Resilience web page on
Chamber web site
www.
Sussexinlet.nsw.au

Distribute to groups,
individuals and
businesses

Responsibility
Working Group Leads

Timelines

Working Groups and
partner agencies

Community Markets,
Working Groups and
partner agencies
Working groups and
Inletter
Inletter and volunteers

Chamber of Commerce
supported by Liz
McMahon with input
working groups
Liz McMahon and
Chamber with input from
agencies and working
groups
Working Groups and
volunteers

Add print resources to
download from web
Use community
noticeboard and
neighbourhood centre to
display and distribute
info
Gain funding to cover
costs of new web page

Chamber of Commerce
and Scott Morgan
Neighbourhood centre

Develop and maintain
resilience web page
Attach a Resilience QR
code and signage to
Tourism kiosk, posters
and brochure

Scott Morgan

Chamber of Commerce
and Scott Morgan

Chamber of Commerce
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Working Group 1: Safe Assembly Area Services and Volunteers Working Group Lead: RSL,
Bowling Club and Local Red Cross/Sandra Arnold/Lyn Wild
Possible Support Organisations: St Vincent De Paul, Anglican Church, Anglicare, Rotary, Lions ,
Dani Whitbread Counselling and other interested organisations
Phase 1: Preparation
Prior to Emergency

Key Tasks

Responsibility

Timelines
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03/28

28th May 2022

Alan
The Forum Committee and the community would like to thank you for the service and
support you have given over the last eighteen months and wish you and family well in your
future activities.

Yours sincerely

Russell Neeves
Chairman – Sussex Inlet & Districts Community Forum
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04/29

27

05/30

The Chief Executive Officer
Shoalhaven City Council
Mr Stephen Dunshea
Matters for consideration by Council re DA22/1508 – Commercial Jetty Neilson Lane.
18 May 2023
1

Parking
In the first instance the Forum would challenge the validity of the Traffic assessment made
in the DA wherein it states “ The proposal is of no concern with respect to local traffic
movements. The proposal will not result in any increased road traffic.”
Forum suggests, for there to be no impact on parking, it is logical to assume that the
proponent’s business would not expand.
Business expansion is surely the primary motivation to spend the money on improved
infrastructure.
Forum asks that this Development application be rejected on the basis that in its current
form, it does not address the fact that there is insufficient parking capacity at this site
already.
The community and numerous community groups have made repeated requests to improve
parking for trailers at this site and the most recent request was the attached letter to
Council below dated 3 May 2021.
Public submission from Sussex Inlet to the Coastal Management Plan will also reflect a need
to improve boat ramp facilities.

2

Contradiction in the Development Application
In the Statement of Environmental Effects accompanying this DA, it tries to justify the project
on the basis that it will “ provide suitable access for persons of all abilities and is paramount to
the continued success of the business”.
Access to persons of all abilities will not be possible if the structure is built to the
accompanying engineering drawings. The drawings show the deck being fixed on pylons. For all
ability access the deck needs to float according to the tide or have a floating ramp.
Forum suggests that the applicant needs to address this deficiency if the project is to meet
the objective stated in the DA.

Yours sincerely
Russell Neeves-Chairman Sussex Inlet & Districts Community Forum
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The Chief Executive Officer
Shoalhaven City Council
Mr Stephen Dunshea
Parking at Neilson Lane boat ramp Sussex Inlet 3/5/2021.
Dear Mr Dunshea,
On behalf of the Sussex Inlet and District Community Forum I write to request that Council
consider the following.
For many years the community have discussed the need to do something to address the
limited capacity for vehicle and trailer parking at this site in peak times. It is normal to see
cars with trailers parked on both sides of Neilson Lane and spilling out onto River Road. For
years many options have been discussed to address the congestion and as late as last year
an opportunity for Council to acquire an adjoining block of land to the existing car park was
missed.
We note that a reference to parking at Neilson Lane appears in the Shoalhaven City Council
- Delivery Program Operational Plan 2021/22 DRAFT Budgets & Capital Works and the
worked to be done in the 2026/27 financial year to the value of $150,000. If this proposed
work is relating to the parking area at this boat ramp then the community of Sussex Inlet
would like to see that Council bring forward that date.
Recently (Council Strategy and Assets Committee meeting 13 October 2020 Item SA20.182
HPERM Ref: D20/435918), the community became aware of a proposal to establish a jetty
structure adjacent to the Neilson Lane Car parking area and boat ramp to be used for
commercial purposes. The community understands that this application is still under
consideration by various State Authorities.
It is of grave concern to the community that if a commercial operation of this nature is
approved, the parking problems that already exist will be exacerbated, particularly by
vehicles without trailers parking unnecessarily in that area.
In this light the Community of Sussex Inlet are alerting Council to the present mood on this
matter and seek support from Council when faced with a future Development Application
of this nature.
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The Sussex Inlet community also take this opportunity to request that Council plan for the
long term, by extending the size of the car parking facility at this location. The proposal is
that Council form a policy/strategy to acquire adjoining privately owned land as it comes
onto the open market. A plan of this nature also fits with the evolving strategy of a Planned
Retreat from the flood plane.
The community of Sussex Inlet hope that Council will give serious consideration to this
proposal.
Yours sincerely
Russell Neeves
Chairman
On behalf of Sussex Inlet and District Community Forum
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05/31
Mr Stephen Dunshea
Chief Executive Officer
Shoalhaven City Council.
18 May 2022

Subject:

Council building infrastructure on the flood plane.

I refer to item CL22.159 Sussex Inlet Library Investigations – Update
Council ordinary Meeting –Monday 28 March 2022

HPERM Ref. D22/70498

This matter was resolved that Council receive the Sussex Inlet Library Investigations Report and to receive
further reports on the matter as the ongoing investigations into an alternate site as it becomes available.
There is a conversation in Sussex Inlet at present that Council is investigating the purchase of the Uniting
Church/Community Church site in Jacobs Drive Sussex Inlet. The conversation amongst some individuals is
expressing a desire to create a civic precinct by combining the attached theatre site, Peace Park and the
adjacent car park with the church site. This same group of individuals are promoting this site as the preferred
location of a new Library, along with other services.
Mr Dunshea the purpose of this letter is to submit to Council that:
1. The above proposal to purchase the Church site is supported in principal by the majority, for the sake
of securing the site in public ownership. However there is concern for the cost of maintenance on
the existing structures.
2. The question of what Council does with the property once acquired, needs serious consideration.
3. To consider the construction of a new building on that site leads to the question.
Why would Council be spending rate payer’s money building infrastructure on the flood plane? The
Forum thought that Council by now would be adopting a policy to take every opportunity to retreat
from the flood plane.
4. May we recommend that Council adhere to the preferred sites at Thomson Street, as indicated in the
Staff Investigations Report for a suitable Library site. Forum recommends Option 1 as shown on the
attached plan.
We trust these thoughts can be of use when making decisions related to the above matters.

Yours sincerely

Russell Neeves
Chairman-Sussex Inlet & Districts Community Forum
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